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A甘ansactiona1agent is a mobile agent to manipulate objects distributed on compu旬rswith some commi凶 ent
condition. In血ispaper， we present a computation model of凶 nsactionalagent and discuss how to implement 
a町出lSactionalagent to manipulate objects on multiple database servers. In order to reduce the communication 
overhead to住ansfera.甘ansactionalagent合oma computer to ano白ercomputer in networks， a甘ansactionalagent 
is decomposed凶:0a pair of routing and manipulation subagents. We evaluate the位ansactionalagent model in 
旬rmsof access time compared with the甘aditionalclient-server model. 
1 Introduction 2 Transactional Agents 

Various types of objects are dis位ibutedon multiple 
computers in networks. An object is an encapsulation 
ofda旬 andmethods for manipulating血eda旬.Anob-
ject can be manipulated only through the methods. An 
applic剖ionprogram manipulates objects distributed加

computers. A甘ansaction[2] of the application pro-
gram is modeled to be an atomic sequence of methods. 
Transactions are traditional1y realized in the client-
server model [6]. Here， servers can be made more re-
liable by using multiple replicas of the servers. How-
ever， applications cannot be performed if the clients 
釘'efaulty. Mobile agents [3] are programs which move 
合omcomputers to computers and也.enlocally manip-
ulate objects in也ecomputers. If an application pro-
g叩 1is realized in a mobile agent， the application pro-
gram can be performed on operational compu旬rsby 
escaping from faulty computers. We discuss how to 

reaIize an application program on distributed objects 
in a mobile agent. In this paper， a transactional agent 
is defined to be a mobile agent which autonomously 
moves around computers in networks and locally ma-
nipulates 0対ec臼泊 eachofthe compu旬rs[7]. In ad-
dition， a transactional agent is specified wi出 oneof 
commitment conditions [5]. 

In section 2， we discuss a model of transactional 
agent. In section 3， we discuss the implementation of 
由e甘ansactional.In section 4， we evaluate the住ans-
actional agent in terms of access time comp釘 edwith 
the client-server model. 

2.1 Transactional Agent 

Asys旬mis composed of computers Dl，…，Dn (n 
三1)interconnected in a reliable network. Messages 
are delivered in a sending order without message loss 
in the network. Each computer Di is equipped with a 
class base CBi and an object base OBi. In the class 
base OBi， classes are stored. The object base OBi 
is a collection of persistent objec包. On receipt of a 
me伽 drequ鎚 t，出emethod is performed on an object 
泊也eobject base OBi・

In the client-server model， a transaction is per-
formed on a client or an application server. The甘ans-
action issues methods to servers. Methods are per-
formed on objects in the servers and the問 sponsesof 
由eme出odsare sent to出e甘ansaction.Even if a server 
is faulty， a位ansactioncan be operational if也eserver 
is replicated. However， a仕 組sactioncannot be per-
formed if the client or application server is performed 
is faulty. 

A mobile agent is an 0対ect-bぉedprogram， which 
moves紅oundcomputers in networks and locally ma-
nipulates objec也 凶 eachcomputer [3]. A class c is 
stored in a home computer home(c). Here， home(A) 
shows a home computer of the class of a mobile agent 
A. A mobile agent A is initiated on a base computer 
Bωe(A) by loading classes ofthe mobile agent合'om
the home computer. If a method on some class c is in-
voked by a mobile agent on a computer， the c1ass c is 
loaded企omthe home computer home(c). 

In出ispaper， a transaction is realized泊 amobile 
agent [Figure 1]. A甘ansactioncan be oper~tional if it 
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Figure 1. Transactional agent (TA) model. 

is performed on an 'Operational computer even if a base 
computer is faulty. Suppose a transacti'On is moving to 
acompu胞rDi' Here， if Di is detected to be白ulty，由e
transaction can move to another compute工

A transactional agent is defined t'O be a mobile 
agent which satisfies the following properties: 

1. Autonomously makes a decision on what com-
puter to visit in presence of faults of computers 
and change of service supported by computers 
and netw'Orks. 

2. Moves from computers to computers in networks 
and locally manipulates objects in a compute工

3. Commits only if some commitment condition 
in甘insicto出e位制saction叫 agent，otherwise 
aborts. 

Target objects are 0句ec也 tobe manipulated by a 
transactional agent. A computer with target objects is 
a target c'Omputer of a transactional agent. A d'Omain 
Dom(A) is a set of target c'Omputers Dh ...， Dn of a 
甘ansacti'Onalagent A. Classes 'Ofa甘'ansacti'Onalagent 
is町出lsfe町ed企'Omcomputers t'O computers while血e
pr'Ogram is fixed on a client 'Or application server in a 
client-server m'Ode1. ln order to reduce the communi-
cati'On overhead t'O transfer classes among computers， 
a甘ansacti'Onalagent A is dec'Omposed泊t'Oa pair of 
routing subagent and manipulati'On subagent. 

Acc'Ording t'O也etraditi'Onal conc山Tencycontrol 
theories， a transacti'On commits 'Only if objects in al1 
the target computers are successful1y manipulated. 
This is the atomic c'Ommitment c'Ondition. In additi'On， 
we consider 'Other types 'Of commi凶lentconditions [5] 
which are discussed later. 

2.2 Routing subagent 

A r'Outing subagent RA(A) makes a schedule to 
visit target c'Omputers. An object x flows合oma 
computer Di t'O another c'Omputer Dj in a甘ansac-

tional agent A (Di :a. Dj) iffa manipulati'On subf!.gent 
M A(A， Di) 'On a c'Omputer Di 'OU甲山佃 intermedi・
剖eobject x and a M A(A， Dj) on another computer 
Dj uses出eintermediate 0対ectx as an input. 

An output-input relati'On組 問ngmanipulati'On sub-
agents is sh'Own in a navigati'On map Mα.p( A) as sh'Own 
in Figure 2. A pa出 Di→Djsh'Ows an 'Output-input 

relati'On Di :a. D j合'oma c'Omputer Di to another c'Om-
puter Dj・lnFigure 2， M A(A， Dd ofthe町田lSactional
agent A derives an intermediate 0句ectω 合oma com-
puter Dl. M A(A， D3)， M A(A， D4)， and M A(A， Ds) 
脱出eintermediate objectωas由einputo句ectsin the 
computers D3， D4， and Ds，問 spectively.

A pair of computers Di and Dj are independent 
(Di 11 Dj) if neither Di→ Dj nor Dj→ Di in飢

output~input graph. Here， RA(A) can visit a pair of 
the computers Dl and D2 in any order. Figure 2 shows 
a navigation map Mαp(A). Here， RA(A) is required 
to visit由ecomputer D3 after visiting the computer 
Dl・Onthe other hand; RA(A) can visita pair of tbe 
computers Dl and D2泊anyorder since the comput-
ers Dl and D2釘 eindependent (D1 11 D2). A node 
which d'Oes not have any incoming edge is referred to 
ωinitial. In Figure 2， Dl and D2 are initia1. 

ln Figure 2，出eintermediate object切 derivedfrom 
the so町 cecomputer Dl is required to be brought int'O 
the dest泊ationcomputers D3， D4， and Ds・Interme-
diate objects are required to be efficiently甘'ansfe町ed
to destination c'Omputers. 

i三iフ回
口:computer. 
一:ou申ut-inputrelation. 

Figure 2. Navigation map. 

w 

Y 
ー申:output-input relation. 
口:computer. 
・・・申:movement. 
Flgure 3. Schedule. 

A schedule to visit target c'Omputers is obtained in 
RA(A) by the topol'Ogical s'Ort [4] ofn'Odes in the nav-
igati'On map G (= Mαp(A)). The intermediate 0対ect
ω合''Om由ec'Omputer Dl is used by D3， D4， and Ds 
but由eintermediate 0対ectx fr'Om D2 is used by one 
computer D4・Hence，Dl is selected. A schedule for 
the navigation map G shown in Figure 2 is obtained as 
shown in Figure 3. Here， a d'Otted arc sh'Ows the vis-
iting order of出ecomputers. A s甘'aightarc shows an 
'Outpuト泊lputrelation among computers. 

A仕組sacti'Onalagent local1y manipulates 'Objects 
in each computer by moving around computers. lf 
M A(A， Di) finishes manipulating 'Objects in each 
computer Di， RA(A) checks the commitment c'Ondi-
ti'On CC(A) by c'Ommunicating with the '0也ersibling 
MA(A， D1)，…， M A(A， Dn) 'On DI，…， Dn. The 
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commitment condition CC(A) shows which comput-
ers have to be successfully manipulated: 

1. Atomic commitment: al1 the computers. 

2. }.勾Oritycommitment: more than half of comput-
ers. 

3. At-least-one commitment: at least one computer. 

4. (;) commitment: mor悶削e伽 nr刊ouωtof川 ompu 旬附r陀s

2.3 民!fanipulat“ionsubagents 

On arrival of a routing subagent RA(A) on a 

computer Di， classes of a manipulation subagent 

M A(A，Di) are loaded. Objects are rnanipulated in the 
M A(A， Di). M A(A， Di) is an application program 

to locally manipulate objects in a computer Di・Ina 

manipulation subagent; a method of class is invoked. 

In出isimplementation， each time a method is invoked， 
the class is loaded to the subagent. 

3 Implementation 

A transactional agent A is implemented in a mobile 

agent of Aglets [3]. A routing subagent RA(A) ofthe 
transactional agent A carries a navigation map object 

G. RA(A) makes a decision on which computer to 

visit by using the navigation map G. RA(A) selects a 

computer and出enmoves to the destination computer. 

An object base 0 Bi is realized in佃 objectagent 

o B Ai and database D Bi' A database D Bi is a rela-

tional database system or XML database system. The 

object subagent 0 B Ai supports a manipulation sub-

agent M A(A， Di) with an object-based interface in-

dependent of types of database management systems. 

RA(A) leaves a computer Di after 0句ectsare ma-

nipulated in M A(A， Di) and the object subagent 

o B Ai' However， 0 B Ai still holds the 0句ectsmanip-

ulated by OBAi even if RA(A) leaves the computer 

Di. OBAi is realized in a local transaction on the ob-

ject b蹴 oBi. 0 B Ai does not terminate. 
In summary， a transactional agent A behaves as fol-

lows: 

1. A RA(A) initiates M A(A， Di) and OBAi by 
loading their classes to a current computer Di 
合'Omthe home computers of the classes. 

2. If M A(A， Di) issues a method to OBAi， OBAi 
甘創lSlatesthe meth'Od to SQLIXSQL commands 

to the database system in the current computer 

Di. 

3. Even if RA(A) leaves the computer Di， OBAi 
still holds locks on the objects manipulated. 
M A(A， Di) does not terminate either. M A(A， 
Di) negotiates with other routing subagents while 
waiting for the final decision for RA(A). 

4. RA(A) eventually makes a decision on commit 

or abort according to the commitment condition 

CC(A) ofthe transactional agent A. RA(A) no-

ti自esthe sibling M A(A， D1)，…， M A(A， Dn) of 
the decisi'On， commit 'Or abort. 

5. On receipt of the commitment decision合'Om

RA(A)， each M A(A， Di) forwards the decision 
t'O OBAi. OBAi commits and aborts on receipt 
of commit and abort， respectively，仕omRA(A). 
MA(A， Di) and OBAi terminate here. 

Supposc a routing subagent RA(A) of a transac-

tional agent A is on a current computer Dn after leav-

ing manipulation subagents M A(A， D1)，…，MA(A， 
Dn) on computers DI，…， Dn， respectively. Here， 
the transactional agent A can commit if all or some of 
the manipulation subagents commit depending on the 

commitment condition CC(A) by using the two-phase 
commitment (2PC) protocol [8]. 

4 Evaluation 

We measure how long it takes to perform a仕組長

actiopal agent (TA) model compared with the cli~nt

server (CS) model for the same application. Here， 
three computers DI， D2， and D3 support Oracle 
database systems as object bases and one computer H 
is a home computer of the classes of manipulation sub-

agents and object subagents. Another computer is a 

base computer C of a transactional agent A. The com-
puters are interconnected in the 1 Gbps Ethemet. 

In the CS model， a same application program踏出e

TA model is performed on an application server. The 

applic剖ionprogram issues SQL methods to relational 

database systems in the computers DI， D2， and D3・
We consider the following types of applications P and 
Q for the TA and CS models: 

1. Application P: An intermediate 0句ect1 is de・
rived from the object base OB1・Theobject bases 

in the computers D2 and D3 are updated by in-

serting 1 [Fi思lre4a)]. 

2. Application Q: h and 12 are derived合om出e

object bases OB1 and OB2 in the computers Dl 
and D2， respectively. Then， the object base 0 B3 
in D3 is upd剖edby inserting 11 and 12 [Figure 
4b)]. 

のい~
r、(Di>

0:ωmpuler. o : compuler. 
b) 

Figure 4. Navigation maps for applicatlon 

programs P and Q. 

In the TA model， a routing subagent RA(A) is first 

initiated in a base computer C. RA(A) finds in which 
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order RA(A) visits the computers Dl， D2， and D3・
On arrival of RA(A) on a computer Di， the classes of 
the manipulation subagent M A(A， Di) and曲.eobject 
subagent 0 B Ai are loaded to由ecomputer Di合'Om
the home computer H. Then， the object base 0 Bi 
is manipulated through the object subagent OBAi by 
M A(A， Di). On completion， the RA(A) moves to如・

other computer. Here， M A(A， Di) and OBAi still ex-
ist. 0 B Ai holds objects manipulated in由ecomputer 

Di・

o Rou川柳t

Eヨ伽25
回Ma窓rz
O仰 tll8cnt

M，=zJr1i凶.D;

Figure 5. The transactional agent (TA) 
model. 

In the CS model， each ofthe applic剖ionsP and Q 
is performed on the base compute巴 Then，the appli-
cation program manipulates the databases in the com-

puters Dl' D2， and D3 in血isorder. 

In血eTA model， intennediate objects have to be 
甘ansfeπedto 0出ercomputers where manipulation 
subagents of the甘ansactionalagent are to be per-

formed. We consider three ways to deliver 1 from a 

source computer Di to another destination Dj: 

1. RA( A) carries 1 to theぬ tinationcomputer Dj・

2. After RA(A) arrives at 由ecomputer Dj， RA(A) 
requests the source computer Di to send 1 to the 
computer Dj・

3. RA(A)町出lsfers1 to the destination computer 
Dj before leaving source computer Di・

The total processing time T is measured for number 
of intermediate tuple 0句ec胞.The proc白 singtime T 
is composed of the following times: 

1. To = time to load and initialize RA(A) at the base 
computerc. 

2. T1i = time to transfer RA(A)合oma computer Di 
to another computer. 

3. T2i = time for RA(A) to invoke M A(A， Di) on a 
computer Di・

4. T3i = time for M A(A， Di) to invoke an object 
subagent 0 B Ai on a computer Di・

5. T4i = time for 0 B Ai to manipulate objects by 
issuing SQL commands to出eobject base OBi. 

6. T5 = time to do the commi回 entof all sibling ma-

nipulation subagents and for RA(A) to retum to 
the base computer C. 

The total processing time T is given鎚 T=勾+

Ei=l…n(Tli +九i+ T3i + T4i) +勾 wheren is白e
number of target compωers ofthe位ansactionalagent 
A. The size of the routing subagent is 7kBytes. The 
manipulation subagent is 4kBytes. The size of也ema-

nipulation subagent depends on血eapplication. The 

object subagent is 5kBytes. 
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Figure 7. Processing tlme of Q. 

The computation of a甘佃sactionalagent is com-

posed of steps: initialization moving of the routing 
subagent， loading of manipulation subagents， loading 
of object subagents， manipulation of objects， and com・
mitment. Tables 1 and 2 show how long it takes to 
perfonn each step for出eapplications P and Q， re-
spectively. 96% -98% of the total access time in白e
transactional agent is spent by the manipulation sub-
agent如 dobject subagent， the manipulation time in 
白eTA model is longer than the CS model. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

We discussed how to realize a transaction to ma-
nipulate objects dis佐ibuted泊multiplecomputers泊a
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Table 1. Processing time P. 
[s] 

1 (Carry) 1 (Request and send) 3 (lndependently transfer) 4 (Client-server model) 

Initialization 0.012 (0.015 %) 0.012 (0.016 %) 0.012 (0.016 %) 0.157 (2.879 %) 

Moving 1.962 (2.459 %) 1.085 (1.481 %) 0.892 (1.182 %) 。
MA loading 0.029 (0.036 %) 0.032 (0.043 %) 0.083 (0.22) 0.037 (0.678 %) 

OBA loading 0.019 (0.023 %) 0.018 (0.025 %) 0.174 (0.023 %) 。
Manipulation 77.594 (97.245 %) 72.029 (98.337 %) 74.18 (98.319 %) 5.235 (96.02 %) 

lPC 0.176 (0.22 %) 0.071 (0.097 %) 0.107 (0.422 %) 0.023 (0.422 %) 

Total time 79.792 73.247 75.448 5.452 

Table 2. Processing tlme Q. [s] 
1 (Carry) 1 (Request and send) 

InitializatioD 0.012 (0.01 %) 0.013 (0.015 %) 

Moving 2.235 (1.91 %) 1.093 (1.271 %) 

MAloading 0.03 (0.026 %) 0.038 (0.似4%)

OBA Ioading 0.017 (0.015 %) 0.017 (0.02 %) 

Manipulation 114.6 (97.95 %) 84.72 (98.54 %) 

lPC 0.11 (0.094 %) 0.09 (0.105 %) 

Total time 116.99 85.973 

mobile agent. A仕組sactionalagent is a mobile agent 

which autonomously decides on which computer to 

visit， moves to a computer， and也enlocally manipu-

lates 0対ec脂.A transactional agent has its own com-

mitment condition. We discussed how to implement 

transactional agents in Aglets. We evaluated the甘ans-

actional agent model in terms of processing time com-

p町'edwith the client-server model. The client-server 

model implies shorter responce time than the仕ansac-

tional agent model because the manipulation time of 

曲e甘ansactionalagent model is too long. We are now 

discussing how to reduce the manipulation time of 

the transactional agent manipulating objects at shorter 

time. 
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